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Tuberculosis (TB) accounts for at least 1.8 million deaths annually and ranks amongst
one of the top ten causes of death worldwide.1 It is estimated that one third of the world
population is infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis and the numbers are increasing.1,2
The developing world is currently battling the combined threat of multidrug resistant TB
and the co‑epidemic of TB with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).3 While
pulmonary TB is the most common manifestation of TB the incidence of extrapulmonary TB
is also gradually on the rise. Affliction of central nervous system (CNS) is considered one
of the most severe forms of extrapulmonary TB.4,5,6 CNS TB is seen in approximately 2‑5%
of TB patients and is associated with a high mortality rate.5‑8 The common manifestations
of CNS TB are tubercular meningitis (TBM), intracranial tuberculomas (IT), intracranial
tubercular abscess (TA), encephalitis, vasculitis, optico‑chiasmatic arachnoiditis, spinal
TB and spinal arachnoiditis.6,9,10 Amongst brain tuberculosis, tuberculous meningitis is
the most common form of presentation followed by intracranial tuberculomas (IT).10 This
review attempts to focus on the various dilemmas in the diagnosis and management of
intracranial tuberculomas and tubercular abscess.

Clinical Dilemmas
Intracranial tuberculomas (IT) and tubercular abscess (TA) may occur in the absence
of tubercular meningitis or pulmonary tuberculosis. In such patients distinguishing
tuberculomas and tubercular abscess from other common mass lesions and pyogenic/
fungal abscess becomes challenging. CSF analysis and imaging findings are often
equivocal in most patients with IT and TA and diagnostic confirmation may require
histological or microbiological proof. Performing surgery for tissue diagnosis in deep
seated, eloquent area lesions and in patients with other morbidities is challenging.
Empirical antitubercular treatment (ATT) is thus resorted to by some clinicians for such
patients especially in endemic areas where the diagnostic suspicion is high. This may
delay treatment with serious consequences if the underlying lesion later proves to be a
neoplasm and also carries the risk of subjecting a non‑tuberculous patient to the adverse
effects of ATT. ATT treatment regimen for tuberculoma and tubercular abscess, especially
in patients where the lesion has been surgically removed has not been not standardised
and considerable variations exist globally. Yet another point of dilemma is the frequency
of imaging and definition of cure. Paradoxical worsening and enlargement of the lesions
while on treatment, rising incidence of drug resistant strains and increasing incidence
of TB with HIV add to the existing challenges in the management of brain tuberculomas
and abscess.

Pathology and Pathogenesis
The most common organism causing tuberculous infection of CNS is Mycobacterium
tuberculosis except in immunocompromised patients where other species of mycobacteria
may be involved.11 CNS TB is a paucibacillary disease that usually develops secondary to
haematogenous spread of mycobacterium bacilli from the primary source of infection.7
Rich and McCordock, have proposed a 2‑step model for the pathogenesis of CNS TB.11
In the first step, tuberculous bacteria from the initial pulmonary infection enters the
systemic circulation and subsequently reaches the oxygen‑rich CNS, establishing a
focus called the Rich focus. The risk of the organism reaching the brain depends on
the extent of bacteraemia and the immune response of the host. This focus may be in
the meninges, subpial or sub ependymal region of the brain, or the spinal cord. In the
second step, this may rupture into the subarachnoid space or ventricular system leading
to meningitis.11,12,13,14 Occasionally, meninges may be secondarily involved by rupture of
a tuberculoma or military tubercles into a vessel in the subarachnoid space. Rarely, CNS
tuberculosis can occur by contiguous spread of infection from the adjacent bone.12,13,14
A tuberculous focus in the brain develops into tuberculoma or tubercular abscess in
the absence of adequate immunity or in the presence of a sizable tuberculous focus.15,16
Tuberculomas arise when micro granulomas (Rich focus) at the grey‑white junction of
brain enlarge without rupturing into the subarachnoid space.9,17 This usually happens
with meningitis because of the extension of CSF infection into the adjacent parenchyma
via cortical veins or Virchow‑Robin spaces. but can also happen in the absence of
meningitis.7,8,18 The propensity to localize at the grey‑white corticomedullary junction is
due to the smaller calibre of vessels in the region.7,19
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Macroscopically, tuberculomas are rounded and encapsulated space‑occupying lesions and
on microscopy, tuberculomas feature granulomatous lesions consisting of epithelioid cells,
Langerhans giant cells, with mononuclear inflammatory cells (predominantly lymphocytes).20
Tuberculomas evolve through four stages: non‑caseating granuloma, caseating granuloma,
granuloma with central liquefaction and finally as a calcified granuloma.
TA is a rare manifestation of CNS TB. It can develop from parenchymal tuberculous
granulomas or via the spread of tuberculous foci in the meninges to the brain parenchyma
in patients with TB meningitis. Tubercular abscess are larger than tuberculomas and their
appearance is more akin to pyogenic brain abscess but for their thicker wall. TA is essentially
an encapsulated collection of pus formed secondary to liquefactive caseation of cerebritis with
abundant viable tubercle bacilli without classic tubercular granuloma formation.21 However,
it needs to be noted that a tuberculoma with a liquefied centre with AFB in the pus is not a
tuberculous abscess. Whitener et al. have described diagnostic criteria for TA which includes
macroscopic evidence of abscess formation and an abscess wall composed of vascular
granulation tissue containing acute and chronic inflammatory cells and tubercle bacilli and
the absence of granulomas.22 Most tuberculous abscesses documented in literature do not
fulfil these criteria. It is essential to differentiate tuberculoma from TA because treatment of
tuberculoma is essentially medical, whereas treatment of TA consists of surgical drainage

Clinical presentation
CNS TB need not always manifest as a sequalae of pulmonary TB. Less than 5% of patients
with pulmonary TB develop CNS TB and not all patients with CNS TB have pulmonary TB.7,9
Lin et al. in their series observed that only 3% of pulmonary TB patients had extrapulmonary
TB, and only 19.6% of these patients had pulmonary TB.23 Interestingly, pulmonary TB is
more common amongst males whereas extrapulmonary TB affects females more often.23,24
CNS TB spares no age group but immunocompromised individuals are at a higher risk.25
With the increased prevalence and incidence of HIV, there has been an increase in CNS
TB patients ranging from 20% in HIV negative patients to 50% in HIV positive patients.5,25
Patients with concomitant tuberculosis at other sites manifest with system specific
symptoms. Constitutional symptoms usually seen with the pulmonary TB is not
commonly present in IT/TA patients and only 10‑20% of the patients have a history
of fever.26 IT and TA may or may not be associated with TB meningitis and when
associated with meningitis, the signs and symptoms of meningitis along with other
constitutional symptoms predominate as fever, weight loss, and malaise.27,28,29 When
not associated with meningitis IT present like any other mass lesion. Cortical lesions
may present with seizures, large conglomerate lesions may present with raised ICP,
and focal deficits, Infratentorial tuberculomas may present with brainstem syndromes,
cerebellar symptoms, multiple cranial nerve palsies and long tract signs.30 Seizures in
IT could be early (< 1 month) or delayed (> 1 month). Early seizures are usually due to
meningeal irritation, whereas delayed seizures are primarily due to the tuberculoma,
hyponatremia or infarct.31,32 Features of raised ICP without localising deficits may be
evident if the tuberculoma is large and located in a non‑eloquent area of the brain. In
functionally eloquent areas, tuberculoma with associated oedema may present with focal
neurological deficit specific to the involved area. In patients with the miliary form of
CNS TB with multiple intracranial tuberculomas the clinical presentations may be highly
variable ranging from subtle higher mental function abnormalities to gross neurological
deficits.33 Immunocompromised HIV positive patients have different temporal clinical
profiles which add to the diagnostic dilemma.34Rarely superficial cortical tuberculomas
can be associated with a subdural hematoma.35 TA clinically present acutely and with a
more rapidly deteriorating course than tuberculomas, with symptoms of fever, headache,
and focal neurologic signs.10

Investigations
Diagnosis of tuberculoma in patients without coexistent pulmonary or extrapulmonary
tuberculosis detection is a challenge. Erythrocyte Sedimentation rate (ESR), Chest Xray,
Sputum for Acid Fast Bacilli (AFB), Mantoux test can all be normal in patients with
tuberculoma. CSF studies too seldom yield useful information except for mild to moderate
pleocytosis and raised proteins.36 A nucleic acid amplification (NAA) assay on CSF is
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more useful than conventional bacteriology and should be carried out if available.37 CSF
adenosine deaminase, Gene‑Xpert, and IGRAs (using peripheral blood) are ancillary
tests which are neither sufficiently sensitive nor specific to diagnose active disease.37
High resolution Computerised Tomography (HRCT) thorax, Ultrasound scan of the
abdomen and other appropriate investigations may be done to detect an extra‑neural
focus of tuberculosis which may provide a safer and more accessible site for diagnostic
sampling. In patients where tissue sampling is available, in addition to characteristic
biopsy features, immunohistochemically detection of M. tuberculosis antigens provides
more reliable evidence than bacteriology or PCR.38

CT Scan
The ease, accessibility and cost make Computerised Tomography (CT) scan the
initial neuroimaging modality to diagnose IT despite its limitations in resolution. The
morphology of the CT scan lesion appears to depend on the stage of evolution of the
disease and the patient’s immunological status. Generally, tuberculomas appear as
round or lobulated hyper dense or isodense nodules on plain scan which enhance with
surrounding oedema [Figure 1].39 They can occur in any part of the brain including the
ventricles and are more common in the posterior fossa in children whereas in adults
they are most often located in the supratentorial compartment.10 Not rarely, multiple
lesions result in conglomerating nodules producing irregular mass lesions.34 On contrast
administration, tuberculomas appear as a ring‑enhancing lesion, though there can be
homogenous or nodular contrast enhancement. In peripherally enhancing tuberculomas,
the center is usually isodense, which helps in distinguishing them from pyogenic
brain abscesses that have a hypodense centre.40 CT scan is also helpful in identifying
calcification, which is seen in about 10% of tuberculomas.40
MRI
The imaging features of tuberculoma on MRI depend on the pathological state of its
center, which can be noncaseating, solidly caseating or caseating with central liquefication
and calcified and are summarised in Table 1 [Figure 2].41,42,43 Occasionally, about 10% of
tuberculomas show central calcification, which has been described as a specific target sign.40,44

a

b

Figure 1: Plain (a) CT scan images of a tuberculoma showing well defined lobulated intra axial isodense lesion in the
left tempero parietal lobe with extensive perilesional edema and minimal homogenous enhancement. Thick calcific foci
are noted within. No e/o haemorrhage / necrotic areas / cystic areas within

Table 1: MRI appearance of different stages of tuberculoma
Stage of
T1W
tuberculoma
Stage I (Non
Iso‑ to hypointense
caseating granuloma)
Stage 2 (Caseating Iso‑ to hypointense
granuloma)
with hyperintense
rim
Stage 3 (Caseating Isointense to
granuloma with
hypointense with
central liquefaction) hyperintense rim
Stage 4 (Calcified
Iso‑ to hypointense
granuloma)

T2W

FLAIR

DWI

Hyperintense

No
No
suppression restriction
No
No
suppression restriction

Contrast T1W

Homogeneous
enhancement
Hypointense
Homogeneous
or ring
enhancement
Hypointense Partial
May or may Ring
rim with central suppression not show enhancement
hyperintensity
restriction
Hypointense No
No
No
suppression restriction enhancement
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Special MR sequences
In contrast to conventional MRI showing images, MRS demonstrates spectra of characteristic
resonances especially in the lipid and lactate and choline spectra. Lipid peak in MRS in the
context of a ring‑enhancing lesion is very much specific for tuberculoma.45,46 Lipid peak in
IT/TA is related to the presence of lipids in the cell wall of TB bacilli, and the lactate peak
is due to anaerobic glycolysis.47 A choline peak at 3.2 ppm in addition to a lipid peak at
1.3 ppm is considered characteristic of tuberculomas.48 In MR spectroscopy tuberculomas
have a lower Cho/Cr ratio and a higher NAA/Cr ratio compared to tuberculomas.45,46,47
Morales et al. reported a peak at 3.8 ppm possibly related to a guanidineoacetate as
characteristic of tuberculomas which is absent in neoplastic lesions [Figure 3].49
Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values are better at differentiating tuberculomas
from high‑grade gliomas with a diagnostic accuracy of nearly 93.7%.50 ADC values of
a tuberculoma are higher than that of a neoplastic lesion and maybe similar to that of
metastasis in some cases.50,51 Ghosh et al. reported that a cut‑off value of rCBV >1.965
helps in differentiating tuberculoma from neurocysticercosis.52 On SWI, the capsule of
IT/TA appear profoundly hypointense due to rich presence of paramagnetic ions.53,54
IT/TA are more likely to have a complete hypointense rim on SWI than metastasis or
glioma. GRE or SWI imaging also help to identify calcifications that can be difficult to
view on T1W and T2 W images. On T1 magnetisation transfer (MT) MRI imaging the
appearance of the hyperintense rim is very characteristic for intracranial tuberculoma,
and so are the lower MT ratios of tuberculomas due to lipid content.55 F‑18 FDG and C‑11
acetate combination accumulates in tumors but not in inflammatory lesion and thus PET

a

b

c

d

Figure 2: MRI images of the same patient showing a well defined peripherally enhancing intra axial lesion seen in the
left temporo-parietal region .The lesion is hypo to isointense on T1 (a) and predominantly hypointense to gray matter
on T2 (b). Non enhancing cystic areas are seen in the subcortical white matter superficial to the lesion. Extensive
perilesional edema is seen in left cerebral hemisphere causing mass effect. MR Spectroscopy (d) showing elevated
lactate with small choline peak and absent NAA, creatine

a

b

Figure 3: ADC and DW images (a ,b) showing peripheral diffusion restriction is seen in the lesion, corresponding to
area of enhancement.
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studies helps to differentiate inflammation from neoplasms. In addition, PET imaging is
also helpful in the assessment of the response to anti‑TB treatment.56

TB Abscess (TA)
The imaging features of TA reported in literature are not most often derived from
histologically verified TA and therefore, the validity of these imaging findings is suspect.
TB abscess, on CT scan, appear as hypodense lesions with perifocal edema and mass effect
with rim enhancement on post contrast images. On MR imaging, in the initial tubercular
cerebritis stage focal tubercular micro granulomata with associated perilesional oedema
may be seen [Figure 4 and 5]. As the tubercular abscess develops they become either
unilocular or multilocular, greater than 3 cm in size, well‑defined and localised lesions
with perilesional oedema and mass effect.56 Contents of the abscess are hypointense on
T1W, hyperintense or heterogeneous on T2W with variable intensity on FLAIR, restricted
diffusion and with low ADC values. The abscess wall is usually isointense on T1 and
hypointense on T2W images. A tubercular abscess usually has a thicker wall than a
pyogenic/fungal abscess.57,58 Structural neuroimaging does not allow differentiation of
tubercular and pyogenic abscesses but lipid peaks on MR spectroscopy are suggestive
of mycobacteria. Moreover, MRS may show a cytosolic amino acid peak in pyogenic
abscess and a trehalose peak in addition to amino acid peak in cases of fungal abscess.
On DWI, the tubercular abscess has restricted diffusion in the intracavitary contents.
In comparison, there is diffusion restriction in the capsule and cavitary projections in
fungal abscesses but no diffusion restriction in the intracavitary contents. Generally, a
size greater than 3cm, multiloculations and restricted diffusion usually suggest toward
tubercular abscess.

b

a

c

d

Figure 4: MR images of a patient with proven tubercular abscess showing an intraxial well defined round T1 (a, b)
hypointense; T2/FLAIR hyperintense (c, d) lesion with peripheral hypointense rim. There is adjacent T1 hyperintense
foci posterior to the aforementioned lesion showing blooming on SWI- suggestive of hemorrhage. Extensive
perilesional white matter edema noted in right parietal lobe.

a

b

c

Figure 5 : ADC and DW images (a, b) of the same patient showing diffusion restriction in right parietal lobe. Multivoxel
MR spectroscopy (c) showing low levels of NAA and elevated lipid lactates.
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Differential diagnosis
Tuberculomas may be confused with any space occupying mass lesions and tubercular
abscess may mimic a pyogenic or fungal abscess. The earlier mentioned imaging features
assist in diagnostic confirmations but are not conclusive. In developing countries like
India where both tuberculosis and solitary cysticercus granuloma (SCG) are endemic, the
differential diagnosis between the two becomes difficult. Rajshekhar et al.59 in 1993 reported
that the most common solitary brain lesion presenting with seizure is a SCG and the
probability of a solitary lesion being a tuberculoma is very low if the patient has presented
with seizures without any neurological deficit, or if the size of the lesion is less than two
cm. The validated diagnostic criteria proposed by Rajshekhar et al.59,60 helps to distinguish
the two and should be applied to every solitary mass in the brain in a patient presenting
with seizures to avoid an erroneous diagnosis of a tuberculoma. This is very important as
SCG may resolve spontaneously and if empiric ATT is started in patients with SCG, the
resolution will be wrongly attributed to the ATT and these drugs will be unnecessarily
continued for several months.10 Clinico radiological characteristics to distinguish NCC from
tuberculoma are summarised in Table 2.Yet, it may not be possible to differentiate the two
in certain situations and non‑invasive ancillary tests like monocyte gene expression may
help to differentiate between tuberculoma from the SCG with high specificity.61

Medical management
a. Empirical treatment: Indications to start and stop?
Existing guidelines recommend tissue diagnosis through histopathology and mycobacterial
culture of the cranial lesion whenever possible or from an extra‑neural site of the disease,
if present, prior to initiating ATT.36,62,63,64 Biopsy, though confirmatory, may not be feasible
especially in deep seated eloquent area tuberculomas and in situations where invasive
procedure of any sort is not feasible.10 Since delay in initiating treatment in such patients can
be catastrophic, empirical ATT without tissue diagnosis is a strategy commonly adapted in
areas where TB is endemic. This risk needs to be matched with the potentially dangerous
adverse effects of empirical ATT in a patient who may not be having a tuberculous lesion.62
INDEX‑TB guidelines, APA guidelines and British infection society guidelines (BISG
guidelines 2009) while recommending empirical ATT in TB meningitis had no specific
recommendation on the use of empirical ATT for IT. The selection of patients who are the
right candidates for empirical treatment is controversial and not very well established.
Vemula et al.65 recently proposed a preoperative diagnostic criteria known as the Sri
Venkateswara Institute of Medical Sciences (SVIMS) criteria which are yet to be validated
[Table 3]. They recommend empirical ATT only if the lesion is not causing immediate life
threatening mass effect or when the lesion is in eloquent areas. Vemula et al.65 propose
that a preoperative empirical diagnosis of intracranial tuberculoma can be made if the
patient has one of the following: i) three major criteria, ii) two major and three minor
criteria, iii) one major and five minor criteria, iv) seven minor criteria.65
Table 2: Difference between tuberculoma and neurocysticercosis
Characteristic Tuberculoma
Seizures
Features of
More common
raised ICT
Location
Grey‑white junction
T1
T2
FLAIR
Scolex
Size
Appearance
Edema
DWI

Neurocysticercosis
More common
Less common
Sulcal subarachnoid spaces ‑ difficult to
differentiate on MR imaging
No hyperintense rim
Hyperintense cystic unless calcified

Hyperintense rim
Hypointense caseous granuloma;
hypeintense with liquefied caseation
Variable suppression
Complete suppression
Not visualised
Eccentric T2 hypointense scolex but not
always visualized
May be more
Usually <2 cm
Conglomerate ring enhancing lesions Diffusely distributed cysts of different stages
More
Less
Restriction in liquefaction
No restriction usually
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Table 3:Sri Venkateswara Institute of Medical Sciences (SVIMS) criteria for
decision on empirical ATT
Major criteria
Presence of ≥1 conglomerate intra‑axial lesion measuring >20 mm on postcontrast MRI/CT
T2 central hypointense lesion on MRI
Increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate
Minor Criteria
Presence of ring‑enhancing lesions in post‑contrast MRI/CT
Lipid/lactate peak on magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Presence of basal exudates/enhancement on postcontrast MRI/CT along with an
intraparenchymal lesion
Out‑of‑proportion perilesional oedema on MRI/CT
Positive Mantoux skin test
History of tuberculosis/presence of an active source of tuberculosis
Presence of multiple lesions on MRI/CT

Rajshekhar 10 recommend that empiric therapy for a suspected brain tuberculoma should
only be initiated in selected patients residing in endemic regions. Their indications include
i) any patient with evidence of active systemic tuberculosis and a brain mass that has the
features of a tuberculoma ii). Any patient with a brain mass with MR features typical for
a brain tuberculoma and who is at a high risk for any kind of surgical intervention due
to comorbidities iii) patients who have a “typical” tuberculoma on MR imaging [Table 1]
even in the absence of active systemic tuberculosis, especially if the lesion is located in
a deep‑seated or eloquent location in the brain, iv) patients willing for close clinical and
imaging follow up.They suggest that steroids should be avoided with empiric therapy
as some masses that could be confused with tuberculomas may respond to the steroid
therapy (e.g., lymphoma). Repeat imaging should be scheduled at 6–8 weeks after
initiation of therapy and patients should be counselled to report earlier if their symptoms
are worsening. If there is a response on imaging then the full course of ATT needs to be
continued and if there is no response biopsy confirmation is mandatory.
Once initiated the safest approach is to give a complete course of treatment in all patients
given empirical therapy unless an alternative diagnosis is made or the patient develops
intolerance.36 Since symptoms sometimes worsen after starting treatment and cerebral
tuberculomas may take months to resolve therapeutic response (either lack of response
or rapid recovery) should not be used to determine when to stop treatment.
b. Antitubercular therapy
ATT is the primary line of treatment for all patients with tuberculoma and tubercular
abscess even if the lesion has been surgically removed. In the absence of clear cut
recommendations considerable variability exists in the dosing schedule of ATT for
tuberculomas and tubercular abscess even amongst practising neurologists of the same
institute 56,67 The BISG guidelines recommend that all forms of tuberculosis, even with
HIV infection, should be treated with four drugs (isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide,
and ethambutol) for two months followed by two drugs (isoniazid and rifampicin) for
ten months, and adjunctive corticosteroids (dexamethasone or prednisolone) should be
given to all the patients irrespective of the severity of the disease.36 Under the leadership
of the Central TB Division and Directorate General of Health Services of the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, AIIMS New Delhi, Cochrane
South Asia (Vellore, India), and Cochrane Infectious Diseases Group (Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine, UK) Index TB guidelines for extrapulmonary tuberculosis were
released in 2017.63 Index guidelines, 2017 for extrapulmonary tuberculosis recommend
nine months of ATT for tubercular meningitis but is silent on the duration of ATT in cases
of IT and TA. The widely followed protocol for tuberculoma includes two months of
intensive therapy with four drugs (isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol)
followed by two drug therapy (isoniazid and rifampicin) even if the lesion has been
surgically removed.10 MDR related tuberculoma pose serious management issues and
the British Infection Society recommends initial treatment with at least fluoroquinolone,
pyrazinamide, ethionamide, or prothionamide and an injectable agent, while the World
Health Organization recommends multiple combinations of alternate anti tubercular
agents with good CNS penetration.68
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The end point of treatment and definition of cure is similarly debatable. Awada et al.69
found that oedema disappeared by six months, and there was a rapid decline in the size
of tuberculoma after one month of ATT. However, there are reports of patients with
lesions persisting on neuroimaging beyond 18 months of ATT.66,70,71,72 Nair et al.70 in their
series comprising 86 patients report that the median duration of resolution of multiple
tuberculomata is 36 months. Multiple lesions, large size (> 2.5cm) particularly in HIV
poaitive patients and a positive status are associated with prolonged persistence of lesions
on imaging.34,70 Reasons for the persistence of radiological lesion has not been explored
in depth and is probably related to the VEGF mediated angiogenesis in the capsule of
the tuberculoma. Similarly, the consequences of stopping TB treatment prior to complete
radiological resolution of intracranial tuberculous mass has not been explored. Therefore,
some authors recommend that the duration of ATT for patients with IT/TA should
be based on the radiological response and needs to be continued until all the lesions
disappear or reduce to less than 1 cm with no perilesional edema.65,66 TA if not drained,
are often unresponsive to standard TB therapy with corticosteroids. Adjuvant thalidomide
therapy (3–5 mg/kg/day) in patients with enlarging TB abscesses is an alternate option. 36,73,74
c. Concomitant steroids in IT/TA
The role of adjunctive corticosteroid treatment in the management of IT/TA is not fully
understood. Most guidelines on management of tuberculosis do not distinguish between
tuberculous meningitis and tuberculomas. In one of the recent Cochrane database reviews
of nine clinical trials, including 1337 patients, researchers found that adjunctive steroids
reduce mortality by 25% but has little effect on the neurological disability in patients
with tuberculous meningitis.75. While the Index TB guidelines is silent on the use of
concomitant steroids for IT/TA, BIS Guidelines recommend steroids in those patients
whose symptoms are not controlled, or are worsening, on ATT.36 Recently Suarez et al.76.
have reported beneficial effects with prolonged steroids in five patients with tuberculoma.
d. Anti‑epileptic drugs
It is common for tuberculomas to present with seizures, although the risk of seizures is less
compared to neurocysticercosis. Despite absence of guidelines it is common practice to
start antiepileptic drugs during the course of ATT in both operated and empirically treated
patients, irrespective of the mode of presentation. A recent Cochrane database review in 2019
on the use of antiepileptic drugs in neurocysticercosis, summarised that there is no evidence
that antiepileptic drugs (AED) prevent a seizure in a patient presenting with symptoms other
than seizures.77,78 Though the review was primarily for patients with neurocysticercosis the
same observations could apply for intracranial tuberculomas as well. The ideal duration
of AEDs is again unclear. Pradhan et al.79 in 2020, observed that AED can be safely stopped
after 1.5 years of therapy in intracranial tuberculoma. They suggest that factors implicated in
seizure onset (meningeal irritation, tuberculoma, and hyponatremia) resolve with ATT and
there is less incidence of seizure recurrence once the tuberculoma disappears after ATT.31,78,79

Surgical management
The first and most common indication for surgery in patients with brain lesions suspicious
of tuberculoma is to confirm the diagnosis if there is a doubt about the diagnosis and for
culture studies. Biopsy is mandatory whenever imaging features are atypical and preferable
even for “typical” mass lesions located in a relatively accessible and non‑eloquent region
of the brain.10 Surgery for biopsy confirmation is also essential in patients not responding
to empirical ATT, both to confirm the diagnosis and to rule our drug resistant strains.
Surgical removal of the lesion is preferable even in lesions strongly suspicious of TB if the
lesion is very large, in non‑eloquent areas, causing obstructive hydrocephalus, optic nerve
compression or other direct compressive effects. Tubercular abscess are best managed
surgically either by aspiration or by surgical excision of the entire abscess wall with contents.
Surgical procedures may include:
a. Biopsy: Stereotactic biopsy is the ideal procedure for deep seated lesions and patients
with high anesthetic risks. 80,81 An equally effective alternative is to use image guided
frameless stereotaxic techniques. One major limitation of stereotactic biopsy is that the
diagnostic yield of the tissue may be insufficient and inconcluisve. 82,83. An abscess is
ideally suited for stereotactic aspiration if located in deep seated and eloquent regions. 84
b. Excision of the lesion: Microsurgical radical excision may be performed for IT and TA
in non‑eloquent regions through appropriate surgical approaches. Image guided
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frameless/stereotactic craniotomy helps in precise localisation of lesions and is useful
in excision of eloquent area lesions. 85.
c. Decompressive surgery may be rarely, needed as a life saving procedure in patients with
multiple small tuberculomas with severe associated edema and raised intracranial
pressure
Paradoxical response
An increase in the size of an IT while the patient is on ATT is described as paradoxical
response.86,87 It is difficult to distinguish paradoxical increase from lack of response to
treatment. This phenomenon is probably attributable to an immunological response,
which leads to a temporary increase in the size of the lesion that later subsides with
further therapy. Paradoxical reaction with increase in the size and number of lesions
can occur, usually in the first 3 months of treatment but can happen up to 2 years.86 In
patients undergoing empiric treatment, biopsy confirmation becomes mandatory if the
lesion shows growth while on ATT. In biopsy confirmed patients paradoxical reaction
needs to be addressed with steroids, continuation of ATT and possible addition of new
second line ATT if the lesion continues to grow.86,87
Prognosis
The long term prognosis for patients with IT/TA secondary to drug sensitive TB bacilli is
good if managed timely and appropriately. Residual deficits might still be seen in about
20% of patients.27,66 Seizures can persist even after the complete resolution of the IT/TA
in up to 20% of patients. Anti‑epileptic drugs might be required for several years in these
patients. IT/TA secondary to MDR or XDR TB bacilli have a poor prognosis and may
require concomitant steroids and second line ATT.
Our department protocol
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Conclusions
Tuberculoma is a great masquerader and remains a significant health concern in several
developing nations including India. Diagnostic confirmation through biopsy is not feasible
in all patients and quite often empiric therapy is initiated with its associated risks. ATT
remains the main stay of treatment with or without surgery, but the duration of treatment
is controversial and so is the definition of cure. Tubercular abscess is best managed by
surgical drainage followed by ATT. Further research and formulation of new guidelines
based on recent studies are warranted to address the changing face of neurotuberculosis.
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